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Abstract
This article compares the rheological, thermal, and foaming behaviors of various 

polylactide (PLA) grades supplied by NatureWorks and their compounds with three 
different fillers. The results depicted that linear PLAs with various D-content had similar 
viscoelastic behavior whereas branching and addition of additives improved PLA’s 
complex viscosity and its elastic behavior. Strain hardening behavior was also observed 
only in PLA with branched structures. Increased complex viscosity due to the induced 
crystallization was also expedited in PLAs with lower D-content. Addition of chain 
extender and additives also expedited the crystallization rate and hence expedited the 
shear viscosity increase. Among the additives, micro-sized talc enhanced PLA’s 
crystallization rate more effectively than the nano-sized additives due to its more 
dominant role on crystal growth than crystal nucleation that exist in PLAs with 
nanoparticles. Foam uniformity was however enhanced more significantly in PLAs with 
nanoparticles.

Keywords: Polylactide; PLA; Rheology; Crystallinity; D-content; Chain extender; Nanoparticles; 
Foaming.

Introduction
Polylactide (PLA) is a promising candidate to meet increasing requirements as an 

environmentally friendly biopolymer in a wide variety of industries. However, PLA’s slow 
crystallization, low melt strength and low heat deflection temperature create a challenge 
in the mass production of PLA products [1-6]. The melt processing involves heating the 
polymer beyond its melting temperature, shaping to form the desired product, and 
cooling with stabilized geometry. Therefore, it is essential to understand the thermal, 
crystallization, and melt rheological behaviors of the polymer to optimize its processing. 
The melt rheological properties of a polymer could significantly determine how the melt 
flows and final product shapes while it could also control the crystallization mechanism 
[7]. Polymers’ rheological properties are highly dependent on temperature, molecular 
weight and shear rate. According to the melt rheological response of a polymer under 
various shear rates that correspond to different processing types, the processing 
temperatures could be defined [8]. The thermal and rheological properties are very 
determinative parameters in such polymer processes as foaming. 

There are only few studies that examined and compared the rheological properties 
of various PLAs with different D-lactide contents. Although the presence of various 
D-lactide contents mainly influences the PLA molecular affinities toward crystallization, 
the melt rheological properties could also illustrate differences as the affinity of 
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molecules in the melt condition could also influence the 
viscoelastic features of PLA melt. The zero shear viscosity 
decreases with the D-lactide comonomer content when 
experiments are conducted between Tg and Tg +100◦C [9]. 
Between this temperature range, cold crystallization could be 
induced during the measurements and hence for PLAs with 
low D-lactide comonomer the viscosity could increase as the 
consequence of cold crystallization. It was also showed that 
PLAs with some degree of D-content possess lower zero shear 
viscosity than homo PLLA with no D-lactide [10]. On the other 
hand, the elongational viscosity of the PLAs with lower 
D-lactide reveals earlier strain hardening at 180oC. It is 
suggested that extension thickening appears when the 
deformation rate considerably exceeds the rate of molecular 
relaxation. This means that for the branched samples with 
longer molecular relaxation time the extensional thickening 
could occur at lower extensional rates [10]. 

A large number of studies investigated the influence of 
using various chain extenders in PLA to introduce long chain 
and branched structures in order to improve the melt strength 
and viscoelastic behavior of PLA. Dorgan et al. [11] synthesized 
PLA on-site via generating two-arm (linear) and four and six 
arms star PLA molecules. They showed that the six-arm star 
PLA had a higher melt viscosity than the four-arm star for 
comparable arm molecular weight and the zero shear viscosity 
increased with branching. Among the chain extenders the 
successfully investigated case that led to improve the PLA’s 
viscoelastic properties has been Joncryl ADR4368 [12-18]. 
Joncryl is an epoxy-based multifunctional oligomeric chain 
extender and has been proved to be one of the effective chain 
extenders that could not only improve the viscoelastic and 
rheological properties of PLA but could also improve the 
PLA’s slow crystallization rate and increase its degree of 
crystallization [19-20]. Wang et al. [14] also illustrated that the 
addition of Joncryl significantly increased the complex shear 
and elongational viscosities of PLA with strain hardening 
behavior and thereby improves the melt strength and 
crystallization rate of PLA. These improvements could 
significantly enhance the extrusion foamability of PLA resin 
and caused great progress in cell density, foam morphology 
uniformity and foam expansion. The extrusion foamability 
enhancements via improving the PLA’s melt strength (complex 
shear and elongational viscosities) and its crystallization 
kinetics through the addition of chain extender was also 
confirmed by Mihai et al. [21] while they used Cesa Extend 
OMAN698493 as chain extender. Najafi et al. [16] also revealed 
that the branching with Joncryl ADR4368 could significantly 
improve the batch foaming-ability of PLA.

Generally, in foaming, an optimal degree of crystallization 
is needed to achieve a desirable fine cell structure and a 
reasonable expansion ratio [6, 22]. Various studies have been 
done on PLA foaming using various fillers, D-content, PLA 
blends, branching degree, strain induction, and gas contents. 
All of these investigations show foaming technology is a well-
established process while expansion and dissolved blowing 
agent could improve PLA’s crystallization rate and its degree 
of crystallinity [22-36]. In this study, the rheological and 

thermal properties of various PLA grades provided from 
NatureWorks are compared. Subsequently the foaming 
behavior (the cellular morphology and foam uniformity) of 
these PLAs with various D-content, linear and branching 
structure, and nano-/micro-sized additives are compared via 
solid-state batch foaming.

Experimental Procedure
Materials

Three commercially available PLA grades, Ingeo™ 3001D, 
8051D, 8302D, with D-contents of 1.5, 4.6, and 10.1%, 
respectively, were supplied by NatureWorks® LLC. In this 
study, they were referred to as low-D (LD), medium-D (MD), 
and high-D (HD) linear PLAs. Two branched PLA grades also 
supplied by NatureWorks® LLC were produced by reactive 
extrusion with an epoxy-based multi-functional oligomeric 
chain extender (Joncryl ADR-4368C, BASF Inc.). These 
branched PLA were based on 8051D (MD-PLA) with 0.35 and 
0.7wt% of the chain extender (CE). These samples were also 
referred to as MD-B1 and MD-B2 PLAs, respectively. The PLA 
grades’ molecular characteristics are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Formulation and molecular characteristics of materials
Sample name D-lactide (%) Chain extender (wt %) Mn (g/mol) Mw/ Mn

LD - PLA 1.5% 0 76,953 1.8
HD - PLA 10.1% 0 82,676 1.9
MD - PLA 4.6% 0 90,111 1.8

MD-B1 PLA 4.6% 0.35 98,592 2.2
MD-B2 PLA 4.6% 0.70 112,944 2.5

Three different additives were also compounded with 
MD-PLA. These additives were micro-sized talc (Mistron 
Vapor-R grade) with a mean particle size of 2 µm, nanoclay 
Cloisite 30B (CN), and nanosilica Aerosil A200 (SiN). These 
compounds were also referred to as MD-1talc, MD-1SiN, and 
MD-1CN, respectively.

Sample Preparation 
To decrease the moisture level of the PLA pellets and the 

additives, they were oven-dried at 65°C for at least 6 hours 
before processing. Using a Minilab twin-screw extruder, the 
additives were melt-blended at a 1 wt% loading level with 
PLA material at 180°C for 4 min. with a screw rpm of 40. Neat 
PLA materials were also processed in the Minilab compounder 
to maintain a base material with the same history as the PLA-
additive compounded samples. Then, the PLA samples were 
hot-pressed using a hydraulic compression machine (Carver 
Inc.) at 200°C for 5 minutes to produce circular samples with 
a diameter of 25 mm and a gap size of 1mm for parallel plate 
rheological experiments. Extensional viscosity samples were 
also prepared in a rectangular shape with dimensions of 1cm 
x 2cm x 1mm.

Rheological tests 
Rheological measurements were performed using a TA-

Instruments ARES rheometer, equipped with a standard force 
transducer, which can measure a maximum torque of 200 
mN.m. Circular hot pressed samples were used to explore 
PLA’s linear viscoelastic behavior in a dynamic frequency 
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sweep test at 180oC and strain of 5%. To investigate the 
complex viscosity variation through the induced crystallization, 
dynamic time sweep test in small amplitude oscillatory 
shearing (SAOS) was also implemented at isothermal melt 
crystallization temperatures. Also, the extensional viscosity 
measurements were done at the melting temperature of each 
PLA sample under strain rates of 0.01, 0.1, and 1.

Polarized optical microscope (POM) 
An Olympus BX51 optical microscope equipped with 

cross polarizer filters and a hot-stage was used to examine 
the isothermal melt crystallization kinetics (i.e.,crystal 
nucleation and growth) of PLA with talc and nanoclay at 
100oC. 

Thermal analysis experiments 
A DSC Q2000 (TA Instruments) was used to investigate 

the crystallization behavior of PLA samples. First, the non-
isothermal melting crystallization of PLAs were investigated. 
Samples were heated from room temperature to 200°C at a 
heating rate of 20°C/min. and then equilibrated at 200°C for 
10 min. to remove all previous thermal and stress histories. 
Then the samples were cooled to 25°C at a rate of 2°C/min. to 
allow sufficient diffusion time for the crystallization process. 
Isothermal melting crystallization experiments of PLAs were 
also conducted after eliminating their thermal and stress 
histories as in the non-isothermal experiments. The samples 
were then cooled at a rate of 20°C/min. to isothermal 
temperature of 100°C and equilibrated until full crystallization. 
During all processes, the DSC curves were recorded and 
analyzed using TA Universal software. The crystallinity of 
samples was calculated by using the following Equation:

 (1)

where cH∆  is the crystallization and 93.6 is the melting 
enthalpies in J/g of 100% crystalline PLA [37].

Solid-State Batch Foaming 
Batch foaming experiments were carried out in a high-

pressure vessel and saturated with CO2 at a pressure of 1500 
psi at the ambient temperature 25oC for 24 hours. Then, the 
saturated samples were taken out of the chamber immediately 
following a rapid release of the pressure. They were then 
dipped in a hot silicon oil bath at 150oC for 60 seconds before 
being quenched in cold water to stabilize their foam 
morphology. The samples’ foaming was triggered by the 
rapid pressure drop and temperature rise. 

Results and Discussion
Rheological behaviors

PLA’s melt rheological properties could significantly affect 
how the polymer flows during the different processing 
techniques. The PLA rheological properties are highly 
dependent on temperature, molecular weight and shear rate. 
Moreover, by branching the PLA’s molecules not only the 
molecular weight would increase but also the molecular 
entanglement generated by branching could profoundly 

influence the melt rheological properties of PLA. The melts of 
high molecular weight PLA behave like a pseudoplastic, non-
Newtonian fluid. In contrast, low molecular weight PLA shows 
Newtonian-like behavior at shear rates. Also, as shear rates 
increase, the melt viscosities decrease noticeably and hence 
the polymer melt exhibits shear-thinning behavior. Moreover, 
semi-crystalline PLA samples tend to possess higher viscosity 
than amorphous samples and, hence, when the D-lactide 
content decreases, higher melt viscosity could be expected as 
the crystallization capability increases [7]. 

The rheological behaviors (i.e., the complex and 
elongational viscosities) of the PLA samples with different 
branching degrees, D-lactide contents, and presence of 1 
wt% nano-/micro-sized additives are shown in Figure 1. As 
seen, the complex viscosity of PLA at 180oC significantly 
increased with an increase in the branching degree and with 
addition of 1 wt% additives. This increase was almost 1 to 2 
orders of magnitude. MD-linear PLA and its composites 
revealed a Newtonian behavior along a large range of low 
frequencies, and at high frequencies a shear-thinning 
behavior was observed. In branched samples the shear-
thinning behavior is more dominant, and at low-frequencies 
the complex viscosity further increases due to the shape 
relaxation and network formation of the branched molecular 
structure. 

In the case of PLAs with various D-contents, the HD-PLA 
possesses a higher viscosity which is most probably due to its 
higher molecular weight as reported in Table 1. On the other 
hand, the LD-PLA with a lower molecular weight depicts a 
higher viscosity than the MD-PLA which could be due to the 
fact that PLA with high crystallization capability could possess 
higher viscosity specifically at processing temperatures right 
beyond their melting temperature. 

On the other hand, the elongational viscosity of the PLA 
samples shows a strain hardening behavior only in the branched 
PLA. Table 2 also shows the rheological characteristics of different 
PLA materials such as the relaxation time and the zero shear 
viscosity.
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Figure 1. Complex viscosity of PLA samples at 180oC as well as their 
extensional viscosity behavior
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Table 2. Rheological characteristics of materials at 180oC and 
strain of 5%

Sample name Wc (1/sec.) Relaxation time 1/Wc (sec.) Zero Shear ƞo (Pa.s)
HD - - 1,191.28
LD - - 1,021.78
MD - - 608.10

MD – 1talc 5.70 0.175 3,549.64
MD – 1CN 5.73 0.174 3,221.81
MD – 1SiN 5.71 0.174 3,849.18

MD –B1 5.25 0.190 5,445.34
MD –B2 4.45 0.224 18,141.68

The isothermal melt crystallization behavior of the PLA 
samples was also investigated using the SAOS experiments 
and in this case the increase in complex viscosity reflects the 
induction of crystallization and hence the amount of increase 
could resemble the amount of induced crystallinity 
qualitatively. As mentioned, in order to properly compare all 
of the PLA samples, all grades were passed through the 
processing that the PLA compounds were passed through. 
Therefore, for neat grades an extra processing has been 
conducted. In order to see if the applied processing could 
have modified the properties of the PLA samples, firstly the 
isothermal melt crystallization of MD-PLA was analyzed using 
SAOS experiment. Figure 2 shows that processed MD-PLA 
reveals lower initial viscosity, however, the isothermal crystal 
induction expedites compared to that in “as received” MD-
PLA (MD AR). This could be due to the possible molecular 
degradation of PLA sample during the processing which first 
of all reduces the initial complex viscosity and subsequently 
causes faster crystallization due to existence of shorter 
molecules and hence easier crystallizability. The amount of 
increase in complex viscosity also illustrates that larger 
content of isothermal crystallinity was formed in the processed 
MD-PLA. 
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Figure 2. Complex viscosity of as received and processed MD-PLA 
samples at 100oC during isothermal melt crystallization

Figure 3a also illustrates how the isothermal melt 
crystallization of the processed MD-PLA varies with isothermal 
temperature. The initial viscosity of the samples decreases 
with increase of the isothermal temperature due to the 
reduced melt strength and increased molecular mobility. On 
the other hand, 100oC is the temperature at which the 

crystallization rate is the fastest and above and below this 
temperature, the crystal growth and crystal nucleation are the 
dominated crystallization mechanisms, respectively [31-32]. 
According the normalized results shown in Figure 3b, the 
amount of increase in complex viscosity also illustrates that 
larger content of isothermal crystallinity was formed at the 
order of 100, 110, 90 and then 120oC.
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Figure 3. (a) Complex viscosity of processed MD-PLA sample at 
various isothermal melt crystallization temperatures and (b) 

normalized complex viscosities of the same samples

Figure 4 shows the isothermal melt crystallization of all 
PLA grades explained in this study through SAOS experiments 
at 100oC. The initial viscosity results of the samples are 
consistent with the results showed in Figure 1 for PLAs with 
different D-lactide content, with different branching degrees 
and with various fillers. The increase in viscosity due to the 
induction of crystallinity however, shows that in PLAs with 
various D-contents, the LD-PLA crystallizes very quickly and 
HD-PLA not only does not crystallize but also started to 
degrade as is being kept during the isothermal condition due 
to thermal degradation. 

On the other hand, in branched PLAs, with the increase in 
branching degree the crystallization rate increases as the 
crystallization occurs at earlier times however, the amount of 
crystallinity (reflected by the amount of viscosity increase 
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during isothermal annealing) decreases. The earlier is because 
the branched molecules actively behave as crystal nucleating 
sites and hence the crystallization could occur much faster 
[20] and the later is due to the hindered molecular mobility in 
branched cases that limits the crystal growth and thereby the 
final crystallinity. The hindered mobility is not only because of 
the branching but also due to the increase in crystal nucleation 
in the branched cases. This fastened crystal nucleation rate 
already increases the molecular entanglement and limits the 
crystal growth mechanism. 

In the PLA samples with various fillers, as Figure 1 
illustrated, the initial viscosity of the PLA samples with various 
fillers doesn’t change significantly and the amount of increase 
in complex viscosity seems very similar for all three PLA 
compounds reflecting that similar amount of crystallinity has 
been induced in all three systems. 

However, the micro-sized talc acts more actively in 
promoting the crystallization rate of PLA compared to those 
of nanosilica and nanoclay. The crystallization mechanism is 
more dominated with crystal growth in PLA with talc whereas 
in PLA-nanoclay and PLA-nanosilica cases the crystallization is 
more dominated with crystal nucleation. 

This could also be proven with the polarized optical 
microscopy results done for PLA-talc and PLA-nanoclay at 
100oC isothermal condition in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Polarized optical microscopy results of PLA with 1 wt% 
talc and 1 wt% nanoclay (CN) during annealing at 100oC 

Thermal behaviours
Non isothermal melt crystallization of various PLA grades 

was examined using DSC experiments during cooling at a rate of 
2oC/min. Figure 6 compares the cooling graphs, obtained degree 
of crystallinity, crystallization and glass transition temperatures. 
Among the PLAs with various D-contents, only LD-PLA could 
crystallize during such a slow cooling rate. On the other hand, as 
noted in section 1 of the results and in our previous study [20] 
the branching expedited the crystallization of the samples and as 
the chain extender content increases the crystallization occurs 
earlier and the amount of crystallinity also increases. On the 
other hand, similar to the results of section 1, talc fastened the 
crystallization of MD-PLA and compared to nano-additives, 
much larger degree of crystallinity could induce with talc (~32 %) 
whereas this value for MD-PLA with nanoparticles was below 
10 %. The crystallization also occurred much earlier in PLA 
compound with talc than those with nanosilica and nanoclay. In 
all, the LD-PLA, MD-B2, and MD-1talc revealed more expedited 
crystallization behavior compared to other PLA samples and 
compounds. This was also confirmed by isothermal melt 
crystallization of PLA samples that were conducted in DSC at 
100oC. As seen these results are also consistent with the SAOS 
isothermal annealing results that were illustrated in section 1. 

The glass transition temperatures (Tg) of the PLA grades 
show that the Tg values increases with decrease in D-content 
due to the existence of crystallites that further limit the regularity 
of the amorphous region. The branching and the addition of 
fillers however didn’t reveal a significant influence on PLA’s Tg.
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Solid-State Batch Foaming behaviors 
The batch foaming behaviour of various PLA samples is 

depicted in Figure 8. The LD-PLA couldn’t show a uniform 
foaming behavior due to the very fast crystallization that 
prevents the cell growth and expansion. So no cellular 
morphology could be observed. On the other hand, low melt 
strength could have quickly caused the coalescence of any 
possible generated bubbles. As the D-content increases, the 
stiffness caused by crystallization was reduced and hence the 
nucleated bubbles could grow and expand easier however, 
lack of sufficient melt strength did not let to have a uniform 
foam morphology in both MD and HD PLAs and hence the 
chance of cell coalescence is still high. 

On the other hand, the induction of branching could 
improve the melt strength during the foaming and hence with 
addition of chain extender, the cell morphology looks more 
uniform most probably due to the reduced degree of cell 
coalescence. 

The PLA compounds however, revealed a more uniform 
foam morphology and that was more prominent in the 
compounds with nanoparticles. In the case of MD-PLA with 
talc, the non-uniform foam morphology could be due to the 
generation of large size crystals that could expel some dissolved 
gas and hence around these crystals more bubble nucleation 
could appear and causes this bimodal non-uniform morphology 
[38]. On the other hand, the PLA samples with nanoparticles 
revealed much more uniform foam morphology within the 
range of microcellular foams which possess average cell sizes 
below 30 μm [39-40]. The increase cell density in presence of 
well dispersed nanoparticles is firstly due to the heterogeneous 

cell nucleation around these nanoparticles and then is most 
likely due to the similar heterogeneous cell nucleation but also 
around the large number of nucleated crystals that the 
nanoparticles promoted their generation. Both PLA compounds 
with nanosilica and nanoclay revealed similar cell morphology 
and this means that through the current solid-state batch 
foaming not much differences could be appeared for these 
compounds with nanoparticles possessing various geometries. 

Figure 8. Solid-State batch foaming behavior of various PLA grades 
and compounds at 150oC for 60 sec. 

Conclusion
The rheological, thermal and foaming behavior of 

PLA samples based on PLA molecules with different 
D-lactide contents, with linear and branched structures, 
and in presence of micro-/nano-sized additives were 
investigated in this study. The viscoelastic properties of 
these PLA were explored within their linear viscoelastic 
region through small amplitude oscillation shearing 
(SAOS). The complex shear viscosity variations caused 
by induced crystallization was also investigated during 
isothermal conditions. The extensional viscosity of these 
grades were also compared. The non-isothermal and 
isothermal melt crystallization behaviors of the noted 
PLA grades were investigated using a differential 
scanning calorimeter (DSC). The foaming behavior of 
these PLA samples were also compared using solid-
state batch foaming in a pressure vessel. 

The results revealed that additives and branching could 
improve the complex shear viscosity of PLA samples, whereas 
branching could further improve the strain-hardening 
behavior of PLA. The crystallization rate and the degree of 
crystallinity of the LD-PLA, MD-PLA with talc and chain 
extender were the highest among all samples. However, MD-
PLA samples with nanoparticles showed more improvement 
of crystal nucleation mechanism during the crystallization. 
The larger number of nucleated crystals together with the 
well dispersed nanoparticles improved the foam uniformity 
and cell nucleation behavior of PLA samples dramatically. 
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